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PREFACE

Historians have attempted to understand the complex

question of Indian partition in 1947, the evolving

structure of communalism and subsequent riots in their

own ways. Scholars like Gyanendra Pandey in his book

Remembering Partition has tried to blend history with

memory to unearth even the forgotten aspect of Indian

partition to ensure a comprehensive understanding of

the events of 1947. Not only the enormity of the event

has been taken into consideration, but also he has tried

to decode and deconstruct the process of re-making

of the community as the result of the experiences of

violence, a particular community or communities had

to go through during such tragic eventualities. In such

instances, “violence too becomes a language that

constitutes—and reconstitutes—the subject”. Mushirul

Hasan, in his own way, has also proposed to study

the “mind” of the people of both the communities with

a long history of plural heritage during the years, prior

to the partition. Why did a society with a tradition of

strong pluralism become the site of unprecedented

cataclysmic events during these years—remained the
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issue that Prof. Hasan tries to sort out in his edited

book Inventing Boundaries. Sucheta Mahajan tries to

tackle the issue of communalism and partition in the

context of crystallizing Indian nationalist pressure and

the adjusting and re-adjusting imperialist position of

English overlords. In yet another refreshing enquiry

on the subject, Joya Chatterjee, in the book Bengal

Divided, re-evaluates the events of 1946-47 and in the

process she successfully underlines those social and

political processes that led to the demand for partition

in a Muslim majority province of Bengal.

Some of the works underlined above suggest a

departure as far as questions on nature of researches

on communalism and communal riots are concerned.

Historians have now started favouring to work on

interpreting the short-term fluctuations in the history

of communalism. However, this does not mean that

the works centred to make a clear-cut understanding

of the long-term trends that culminated into sprouting

of communal consciousness, its crystallization and

gradual consolidation are irrelevant. Surely,

Communalism in Modern India of Bipan Chandra and

The Construction of Communalism in Colonial North India

by Gyanendra Pandey are worthy and valuable works

for the students of history in their own ways.

Communalism and Communal riots in Delhi in 1947,

a topic undertaken by me belongs to the category of

works that tries to concentrate on the short-term

variables that made Delhi a site of violence and riots

during the year 1947. Surely, Delhi in 1947 meant many

things. It was not only an important urban center of

colonial India, but also a political nerve center, the

temperature and pulse rate of which determined both,

the fever of Indian nationalism and waning beat of

British imperialism. It symbolized also the cultural

amalgamation of the so-called ‘Hindu India', ‘Muslim

India' as well as ‘modernized' British India. The

composite culture of India was in a way, represented

by ‘Old Delhi', the ‘Imperial Delhi' and the ‘Nationalist

Delhi'. All the political forces along with 'Hindu Right

Wing' and all time rebellious Sikhs had their stakes

here. The Muslim League under Jinnah wanted to

legitimize its claim of Pakistan. The changing mindset

in 1947 in this direction meant more riots and the

greater sense of subsequent insecurity in the Muslim

mind and thus the message that Muslims as a

community was not very secure in ‘Hindu India'. The

Hindu Right Wing, aiming for ‘purified' Hindu Mother

Land, was up to remodel Delhi in accordance with

their own vision. British officials, a perfect broker as

they were, wanted to maintain status quo to underline

their claim of good administration and to create an

indirect impression that India was no more than a

‘geographical expression' without British overlordship.

Evidently they might be trying for the British brand

of ‘Balkanized India' as was clear from their game-

plan.

It was this background that made Delhi a center

of communal violence in 1947. As we all know, the

ultimate expression of communal hatred has been the

‘riots'. For an average individual, communalism and

communal riots are synonymous. The scholars of

history, however, distinguish those categories from each

other. Communalism, for them, has been a long-term

evolutionary process which at first assumes an

ideological makind and the ideological setting gradually

evolves and creates its social base to make the

consciousness popular and strongly footed. The social

(vi) (vii)
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‘class' starts radiating their specific ideological positions

in their organized political behaviour. A structured

and defined political behaviour then demands the

creation of a specific political (communal) organization.

The political-communal organization, thus emerged,

starts radiating ‘signs' and ‘symbols' of a particular

kind of consciousness, resulting finally into different

communal groups/parties, a result of engineered ‘social

cleavages'. This process finally finds its ultimate

expression in riots, bloodshed and further strengthening

of social divide on communal lines. From Bipan

Chandra to Gyanendra Pandey, from Sociologists to

Economic Reductionists, from Imperialists to Marxists,

all of them try to explain communalism and communal

riots in more or less in similar theoretical constructs.

But this is not a proper place to go deep into these

theoretical constructs and their differential use by

different scholars. What is simply intended to underline

the fact that a macro-trends, as underlined above, might

have contributed to growing communalization of Delhi

politics in 1947 and also to the subsequent riots. More

than the macro trends, I am more inclined to

concentrate on ‘other variables' that explains the

fluctuations in the political/communal climate of Delhi

in 1947. As far as the macro trends are concerned they

are well known and do not warrant specific attention.

As far as the pattern of communal riots in Delhi -

1947 is concerned, two waves of the ‘riots' can easily

be observed. The first wave lasted slightly longer, i.e.,

from March to May, covering a span of three months.

The second wave, generally termed as September riots,

obviously precipitated in the month of September.

Apart from these two waves the sporadic occurrence

of the riots of relatively lesser magnitude can be

witnessed almost throughout the year. In this sense,

the year 1947 for Delhi was the year of ‘communal

riots'. In a charged atmosphere throughout the period

under study, the fluctuations in communal

consciousness over time is bound to be difficult to

measure very accurately. Another important limitation

in this case is the determination of the extent of the

role played by economics in the making of the riots.

Still, economics played a role in this process. The

economic situation in 1946-47 helped in the process

of social alienation and thus broadened the base of

criminalization, and also of communalization, as

boundaries of both processes started blurring during

this period. If one compares records, the rising trend

is more or less visible. Wheat witnessed the rise of

one anna from six annas, maize Rs 2 and 8 annas,

barley Rs one, etc. And these are official statistics. In

the real markets, rise was bound to be sharper than

it looks to us. What is important here to note is a

sharper rise of prices in cheap commodities than those

of the costlier ones. The prices of maize and barley

rose sharply than the other commodities. In other

words, the cost of living of the poor people became

dearer which helped in the process of social alienation.

This is not to deny that the wages of the labourers

and artisans also went up, but not to the extent it

was warranted. Also larger sections of the lower classes

consisted of half employed or even unemployed people.

Their economic position worsened gradually. In the

event of riots, these people became the readymade

cadre of communal violence as riots provided them

means to ‘earn' and loot.

So far as the privileged classes are concerned. They

did not suffer from hunger and malnutrition.  The

(viii) (ix)
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police  report  finds  the  business  community  in

flourishing conditions owing to speculative activities,

hoarding and profiteering. Thus emerged a powerful

class of black marketers and contractor, ready to cash

on every event and episode politically. Thus there

emerged a bi-polar structure—one as socially and

economically powerful elites and another as over-

exploited and volatile steps, both of them ready to

exploit ‘riots' to their own end. In other words,

economics had a certain role in rise of communalism

and communal riots in Delhi.

More than economics, there were other factors

which played a more decisive role in rise of communal

temperature and making of the riots. One such

important variable was misuse of religious sites.

Unnecessary controversies around them was created

and contesting public opinion, manufactured to arise

the sentiment of the masses. Since religion and religious

sites in those days, were synonymous, the abuse of

religious sites therefore meant the abuse of religion

itself. In this background, the abusing of such sites

becomes a political and strategic weapon in the hands

of the brokers of religion which they used to stimulate

religious sentiments and to make innocent mind

strained in communal colour. Thus communalism

should not be understood only as a ‘false or negative

cosciousness', as many modern historians believe, but

also as ‘an engineered, stimulated and imposed

consciousness' under the cover of which rests the

innocent mind. The moment we succeed in melting

this engineered, stimulated and imposed mask of

communalization, the process of rationalization and

thus secularization is bound to begin. In other words,

even the sharply divided societies on communal lines

had in-built capacity to reverse the process, if the

political leadership is willing to do that. In other it

might well be a counter-productive step if one is willing

to invent the structural constructs of communalism.

The process to communalize the human mind

through this process might be witnessed in 1947-Delhi.

In Tughlak Road incident of December 1946,

unnecessary controversy was created over building of

a roof in a mosque of Mochi Bagh (Moti Bagh). A

similar controversy was raised by Muslims of

Kishanganj where a chabutara with an appearance of

mosque was created and walled off. Again, Hindus

of Ram Lila Ground area demolished a mosque and

built a temple there. Similar situation was created at

Mosque of Takya near Turkman Gate, Mosque Haju

Aki Jan, near Ghanta-Ghar, Rajpur Road Mosque, Takia

Bela Road Mosque near Civil Lines, etc. The modality

to communalize mind was very simple. First, a site

was chosen, it was then given a religious identify. A

counter-claim on such sites was then bound to be

created by another community. The process usually

culminated into a kind of Namaj-Sankha controversy.

In other words, interested parties started playing the

politics of religion on the question of such controversial

sites giving birth to the process, culminating into

communal construction. The real motive behind all such

exercise was not only political, but a serious land-

grabbing activity was also involved in the process.

Press, posters and other popular tracts often play

a crucial role in the process. The high-pitched

campaigns carried out through this medium generally

helped in raising the communal fever at even more

intense level. Communalism, on its part, feeded itself

on popular media. Colonial administration remained

at best manipulative which is clear from the time-gap

(x) (xi)
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between beginning of the politics of propaganda and

the official reaction against it. Cartoon Controversy of

Delhi, in Dawn, a Muslim paper printed in Delhi, could

provide an example. The first cartoon seemed to suggest

that the North-West India (a Muslim majority zone)

was asleep while the Hindu lion, seated with the

corpses of Bihar Muslims, was enjoying the moment.

The second cartoon suggested that the people of North-

West India still remained unmoved to this act except

sending two medical missions. Though these two

cartoons were treated as ‘the most provocative' and

the Chief Commissioner of Delhi was requested by

the Punjab Government to “warn the editoer the Dawn”

against printing of such cartoons. But Delhi

administration hardly initiated any substantial action

except a demand of a security worth Rs. 3,000/- from

the keeper/publisher of Dawn. Though administration

itself suggested three precautionary measures, but they

were yet to act accordingly. Similarly, events in Punjab

were disturbing, and they featured prominently in all

sections of the Press “without restraint”, desirable and/

or promised.  A move  was  made to include some of

the newspapers to the “censorship list” which included

The Hindustan Times, The Dawn, The National Call The

Janata Weekly, The Daily Tej, Riyasat, Ansari, Anjan,

Payam, Watch and Swarajya. But nothing materialized

up to first three quarters of the year 1947. Only in

October 1947, the pre-censorship orders under Section

4(b) of the Press (Special Powers No. 2) Ordinance

1947 were served on the editors, printers and publishers

of Dawn, Hindu Outlook, Jung, Wahadat, Alamah, Naya

Daur, Aj and Balajit. Aj was warned for publishing

objectionable material regarding communal riots.

However, the timing of the action is important.

Administration did not take any initiative until two

waves of communal riots had already passed. After

September riots, by the time all the damages were

already done, the administration suddenly started

becoming active. Reason behind this activity was

obviously the ‘transfer of power' from British Crown

to the hands of Indians themselves.

Communal riots are not the mechanical result of

growing communal consciousness. It, in fact, needs

carriers/mediums to incite and stimulate otherwise

fluid state of popular mind. Communal organizations,

thus acquire significance in this process. The process

was true even in the case of 1947-Delhi. The important

communal organizations, active in Delhi in 1947, were

the Hindu National Guards, The Muslim National

Guards, The Akali Dal, the Akal Regiment, the Sikh

National Volunteer Corps, etc. In the ever-changing

political scenario, all of them tried to pose themselves

as the real protectors of the interests of the respective

communities. In the name of protecting their respective

community interests, each of them started projecting

the community it represented, above the composite

social structure, and thus started creating ‘cracks' in

the social fabric. In this process, Indian identity of

the people of Delhi was lost to their separate and

individualistic identities of Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs,

etc. This transformation remained one of the important

reasons of the growth of communalism and incidence

of communal riots in Delhi in 1947.

After the Paharganj riot in November 1946; it was

decided by conservative Hindus to create Hindu

National Guards to protect the ‘special Hindu interests'.

The Muslim National Guards were already in existence

with the membership approaching near 700. Many

Muslim leaders had already started complaining that

(xii) (xiii)
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social structure, and thus started creating ‘cracks' in

the social fabric. In this process, Indian identity of

the people of Delhi was lost to their separate and

individualistic identities of Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs,

etc. This transformation remained one of the important

reasons of the growth of communalism and incidence

of communal riots in Delhi in 1947.

After the Paharganj riot in November 1946; it was

decided by conservative Hindus to create Hindu

National Guards to protect the ‘special Hindu interests'.

The Muslim National Guards were already in existence

with the membership approaching near 700. Many

Muslim leaders had already started complaining that
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‘insufficient interest is being taken in them' by the

Muslim population. There was an urgent need to

reverse the process. Apart from the Muslim National

Guards, Khaksars were also active in Delhi. By that

time, R.S.S. had the strength of about 3000 of whom

all but 500 were in urban area of Delhi and cantonment.

Though all branches of the Sangh had organizing

physical exercises in their sakhas regularly, but they

were eager to transform this defensive mechanism into

active one, so that their existence might be legitimized

among the Hindus, an essential step if R.S.S. at all,

wanted to expand its social base.

In the meantime, the local Muslim League was

facing an acute crisis. No confidence motion against

the President and the Secretary of Delhi Provincial

Muslim League had already been moved. The leaders

were apprehensive that internal fighting and inactivity

would soon render it virtually moribund. A ‘radical'

programme became the cry of the time for the League.

The ‘events or Punjab' and R.S.S. proposal to hold a

big conference in Delhi provided that opportunity. The

Punjab Government's decision to ban R.S.S. and the

Muslim National Guards caused a good deal of

excitement. The subsequent withdrawal of ban from

R.S.S., a surprise step of the Government of Punjab

created a sense of concern among the Muslims.

These developments also galvanized Hindu

communal organizations. Banning of RSS in Punjab

was one of the reasons. The hammering by the Punjab

Government convinced the Hindu Right Wing in Delhi

about the need of strengthening their organisational

strength. Banning of their proposed rally in Delhi by

the Government angered them. Delhi's butcher strike

supported by the Muslim League and their well

attended meetings as well as a jointly planned

processions with the Jamiat-ul-Quresh, all, helped the

All India Hindu Mahasabha to conclude that the

League was planning/preparing for ‘direct action',

resulting in a resolution warning the country for that

eventuality. Hindus and Sikhs of Delhi, therefore,

observed on 11th March 1947 an anti-Pakistan Day.

An Anti-Pakistan Council came into existence with

children, young students and conservative Hindus as

the members. Madho Rao Golvalkar, the Sangh Chief

in his speeches and private meetings gave strict

instructions that all ‘outsiders' should leave Delhi

without delay. Refugees from Punjab brought

harrowing tales of atrocities and its accounts in the

press, particularly those from special correspondents

of various papers, sharpened the tension. The

determination of the Muslim League to celebrate

Pakistan Day on 23rd March, 1947 made the

environment more explosive. Even the members of

Akali Dal started becoming active in the name of

defending the Sikh community in Delhi. In the mean

time, All India Dharam Sangh under the leadership

of Swami Karpatriji Maharaj declared his

‘Dharamyudha campaign' and his memorandum to the

members of Central Government, which contained 5

specific demands namely, (a) cow protection,

(b) Akhand Bharat, (c) independence of religion,

(d) sanctity to temples, and (e) representation to

Sanatani Hindus in constitution-making body and all

its committees.

Role of Police was naturally very crucial in this

context. It was one of the pillars over which the

superstructure of the mighty British Empire in India

rested. It restored law and order, suppressed the
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rebellious voice of over-exploited Indian masses,

provided a defensive shield in the mechanism of

colonial drain and created a myth of all powerful British

apparatus/state in the minds of common Indian folks.

It was successful in playing such a crucial role because

it acted as a living organ of British imperialism. But

the gradual Indianization of colonial police meant

gradual ‘injection of mind' in it. Individuals in police

started thinking, became conscious of their (community)

interests, their emotions and their political

surroundings. It became visible in the last days of

imperialism. For Delhi, it meant that in a communally

charged atmosphere of Delhi, police started behaving

‘differently'.

That police started playing partisan role in Delhi

is evident from the Paharganj riot only. The point is

clear from the statistics of police after-action where

no Muslim was arrested; only Hindus and Sikhs were

penalized. But pro-Muslim bias of the police remained

visible until April 1947 only. After that, pressure from

Home Ministry forced police to become sympathetic

to Hindu and Sikh causes. The Home Ministry under

Sardar Ballava Bhai Patel started recognizing itself as

representing the interests primarily of Hindus. This

fact was evident from the questionnaire prepared by

the Home Ministry regarding the modality of

representation of different communities in Delhi Police.

Its subsequent suggestion to balance the Hindu and

Sikh representations in the Police with that of the

Muslims was a significant official move. The Hon'ble

Minister, “though recognizes that the wholesale changes

cannot be brought about simultaneously ... he thought,

however, a period of six or eight months should be

sufficient....” In other words a ‘nexus between Congress

at the Centre, the Delhi police and the Hindu

communalists' cannot be ruled out. Though, details

of this nexus could be clearly understood, if one goes

through the chapter on police in the book.

What all these details suggest, is the transformation

of Delhi into a site of communal disturbances in 1947.

Though macro-trends had a role to play in this

transformation, but more than ‘macro-trends', it was

micro-tendencies, namely, the process that made

religious sites controversial, the kind of role — police,

press and communal organizations played and the way

Delhi administration chose to act or unact during the

sensitive  period of the  year 1947,  that clearly  explains

the rise of communalism and unfortunate incidents

of communal riot in the year of our study. It was the

process underlined above that made Delhi a sensitive

place to live in 1947.
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